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Introduction

Cumulative Anomalies

A number of high resolution reconstructions of the surface
mass balance (SMB) of the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) have
been produced using global re-analyses data extending back
to 1958. These reconstructions have been used in a variety of
applications but little is known about their consistency with
each other and the impact of the downscaling method on the
result.

SMB, precipitation and runoff
cumulative anomalies from 19611990 for each model. Cumulative
anomalies
represent
mass
imbalances. The 1995-2008 SMB
decrease is comparable in
magnitude to the change from
1960-1972.

SMB = Precipitation - Turbulent Moisture Transport - Runoff
where Runoff = Rain + Melt - Refreeze - Water Retention

Each model is forced with
the same ECMWF ERA-40
assimilation product. There
is a large inter-annual
variability
in
all
components,
especially
SMB.
This provides a partial
explanation for the large
variation seen in other
observational
studies
carried out over short and
non-identical periods.

The earlier change resulted from a
decrease in precipitation during a
period when runoff for each
reconstruction was stable. The
recent decline, by contrast is
associated
with
increased
precipitation and an even greater
increase in runoff.

Here we consider the ice sheet mask, component time series,
model sensitivity through cumulative anomalies and regional
variations.
The aim of this intercomparison project1 is to identify and
explore the statistically significant differences between four
SMB models for the GrIS and to explain their origins in terms of
the physics of the system in order to aid model development.

Ice Sheet Mask

Four Models

The average SMB for the
four reconstructions is 411
Gt/yr with a range of 130
Gt. This range is 32% of
the mean value and
provides some measure of
the uncertainty in the SMB.

Regional Analysis
■ Relative influence of processes varies between regions.
■ The models are performing differently in different
regions, based on the same ECMWF climatic forcing.

ECMWFd2: Simple interpolation scheme, positive degree day melt model.
5 km resolution interpolated from ~110 km.
PMM53: Polar Mesoscale Model, 24 km resolution.
Fully coupled
MAR4: Modèle Atmosphérique Régional, 25 km resolution.
atmosphere and
RACMO5: ECMWF forecast model, 11 km resolution.
snow models.

■ Large regional inter-model variations in the SMB and
components (SMB and runoff shown below).

}

■ Rank order of the model outputs varies between regions
suggesting a spatial compensation of errors.

Models use different ice sheet masks. Areas in white are
common to all masks; dark blue represents additional areas of
each mask. (a) RACMO, (b) MAR, (c) ECMWFd, (d) PMM5.
Total
area
[km2]
Common
Mask
RACMO
MAR
ECMWFd
PMM5

Difference
from
common
mask

1,646,860
1,761,630
1,763,610
1,700,430
1,869,700

+7%
+7%
+3%
+12%

Area
below
500 m
[km2]
17,408
48,291
56,513
32,632
90,571

Difference
from
common
mask

+64%
+69%
+47%
+81%

Area
below
1000 m
[km2]
96,795
166,536
170,760
132,419
247,881

The compensation exaggerates the scale of agreement
seen over the whole ice sheet leading to the appearance of
greater agreement between the different estimations when
integrated over the whole ice sheet than the localised
process modelling is able to reproduce.

Difference
from
common
mask

■ Differences in the mask explain a third of SMB variation.
■ Differences between models both at the whole ice sheet,
and more acutely at the basin scale, are larger than the
combined RMS errors of the models suggesting an
underestimation of the model error.
■ Large regional inter-model variations, particularly in the rank
order of the model outputs between regions of the ice sheet
suggest a spatial compensation of errors.
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+42%
+43%
+27%
+61%

Approximately a third of inter-model SMB variation can be
explained by the large mask variation at low elevation.
Further comparison carried out on the common mask.
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